A violinist in Ireland has asked:
I always change my strings one at a time, usually playing one in for ten minutes or
so before changing another. But sometimes I notice, after a lot of retuning during
the settling period, that the angle of my bridge has changed. Is there any way I can
prevent this from happening? And when it does happen, what's the safest way to
push it back into the correct position? (Also, how can I tell that it is in exactly the
right position?)
SUE NABB, TELFORD, UK
---------------------------------------------------------Reply:
With a number of online businesses selling discounted strings, many players are content
with receiving their strings by mail and changing their own strings. Unfortunately, in so
doing, the need to visit the violin shop is also discounted at the cost of a missed
opportunity to have the health of their instruments routinely examined by an expert (not
just a teacher). A good shop will check the instrument for open edges and developing
cracks and offer the player guidance on the proper position and angle of the bridge, while
inspecting the bridge for warping or loose or failing parchment. I always check to see that
the fingerboard is not coming loose from the neck or if it needs resurfacing. I lubricate
string grooves with graphite, inspect the pegs for fit and lubricate them with peg
compound. Still, learning the proper method for changing strings and being familiar with
the correct position and angle of the bridge and how to adjust it is quite useful knowledge
for any string player.
The bridge of the instrument is held in place only by the tension of the strings, and when
properly fitted, the soundpost is only barely snug between the front and back plates. How
tight the post fits between the top and back plates can also vary seasonally as wood of the
violin body changes dimensions with fluctuations in relative humidity. Removing all the
strings and bridge tension at the same time could cause a soundpost to topple over.
Leave the simultaneous removal of all four strings to the violin shop to preserve the setup by measuring the exact position of the soundpost and the bridge beforehand. For the
player changing his or her own strings, it is best to remove and replace one string at a
time so as not to disturb the position of the soundpost or bridge. Changing strings can be
done one after another without the individual string play-in. I often start by installing and
lightly tightening the new strings, but not immediately tuning them up to pitch, then
checking the angle of the bridge and tightening the strings some more. You should be
familiar with the proper angle of your bridge and frequently push the top of the bridge
back as you continue to bring the strings up to pitch. Of course, the bridge should be
checked for angle every time the strings are tuned in the future and especially in the first
few days of stretching in new strings.
The correct angle of the bridge is achieved by having the back side of the bridge (side
facing the tailpiece) standing relatively perpendicular (90 degrees) to the table of the
violin. This applies equally to a viola bridge and also to the lower portion of the back side
of a cello bridge. A violin or viola bridge is finished flat on the back side and slightly

chested or arched on the front side. A cello bridge is chested on the front side, but must
also be finished with some curvature from the upper edge part way down on the back,
particularly on the A string side. As a rule, the approximate perpendicular positioning of
the back of the bridge gives the impression of the bridge leaning slightly back in relation
to the belly, but allows the bridge wedge to exactly bisect the angle of the strings passing
over the upper edge of the bridge.
After installation, most strings will continue to stretch to some degree, especially during
vigorous performance. Since 6/7 of the vibrating string length of an instrument is located
to the front side of the bridge and 1/7 of the string length is on the back side, it is only
natural that when strings are tightened using the pegs most of the slack is taken up
between the nut and the bridge thus pulling the upper edge of the bridge in the direction
of the nut, causing it to lean or bend toward the fingerboard.
The feet of a properly cut bridge are fitted to exactly match the contours of their
locations on the belly. As the bridge begins to lean, the downward pressure of the strings,
will compel the feet to stay in flat contact with the belly, thus causing the bridge to bend,
which when left unchecked, will create extreme stress on the waist (middle) of the bridge
and may eventually cause the bridge to warp or even break, requiring the costly bridge
replacement. In the process of tuning the violin up to pitch, the bridge must be frequently
examined and adjusted for its proper angle.
The safest way to adjust the bridge without danger of pushing it over is performed in the
following manner: Sit in a chair and place the instrument across your lap with the scroll
to the left. The right index or middle finger should be extended under all four strings
from the far side. The left hand is positioned comfortably around the strings to the front
of the bridge with thumb at the center of the crest of the bridge between the center two
strings and the middle finger braced against the end of the fingerboard. With the right
index or middle finger slightly lifting some of the tension of the strings off the bridge, the
left thumb can gently push the upper edge of the bridge the required amount into the
cushion of the right index finger. The finger doing the lifting will act as a stop so that the
bridge cannot actually be pushed over or too far. [See illustration]
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